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Behind the Scenes as told by Stan
I must apologize for the lack of any Newsletters, this
summer. Rory and I had one ready to go before the
Airshow, but we were waiting info from the Fargo Officials. We didn’t receive anything solid until the week
prior to the show. After that Rory and I put in numerous OT hours at our jobs and houses. If you didn’t
know Rory is renovating his house, and I was working
on converting my pole barn into a shop. We will try to
not let this happen again. OK we had a meeting on 21
Nov in Devils Lake ( see mins page 13). Lots of things were discussed, including
Web Site updates (Contact Charlie Herman for info), the upcoming Gun Raffle (see
page 12), and this Summers Trail ride at Medora. Rory is in the process of assembling our 2016 Calendar please send him any pictures. We will have a Winter
meeting in Feb, date & location TBD. We are always looking for locations in other
ND Cities if you’d like to host a meeting please contact Rory. AS always I am
looking for newsletter articles and pictures Thanks Again STAN
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Zach Bierhaus , proves you might get stuck
with a 6X6 more on page 6&7
The Blue Angles perform at the Fargo
Air Show
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ND-MVCA Emblem is Enhanced
Karl Kostman, took
scan of our emblem
and cleaned it up,
while increasing the
pixels number. No
modification to the
emblem were made
it just cleaned it up
and now allows us to
enlarge it cleanly
Here is the image,
next to it it a modified one we can also
his Stan and Rory
have these and can
send them to you

Steve Preston
1964 – 2015
It is with great sadness that the
MVPA reports the passing of
MVPA Board Director and Convention Chairman Steve Preston.
Steve was fatally injured in an
accident Tuesday, October 27
while participating in an historic
military vehicle demonstration,
an event that was among his favorite activities.
The Association will provide further information as it becomes
available. The Board asks all
MVPA members to keep Steve’s
wife, Rachel, and two daughters
in their thoughts and prayers. We
were all touched and enriched by
Steve, and will miss our dear
friend.
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Karl Joins the Big Truck Club
Karl Kostman, (Fargo), M920 is a 1980
model with
11,000 original
miles. The truck
came from a fellow in California
who was going to
use it as a heavy
equipment
transport but because of the EPA
laws in that state
it could not be licensed as a commercial vehicle. The truck is in just about 100% perfect condition
having gone through a complete rebuild 609 miles ago, this included all new wiring and air lines, all brand new tires, new Cummins NTC turbocharged 400 and
the notorious CAT 7155 semi-automatic 16 speed transmission. Also included in
the rebuild was a full external paint job including everything down to the frame
rails, an complete new interior and glass, all new instruments including the tachograph and winch cable on the 40K pound winch located behind the cab.
When he got the truck three of the 4 batteries had frozen and were shot as
the truck spent 2 nights in -18 temps on its transport ride to ND. In his shop he
started a plan of getting of all the duals and singling out the truck with HEMMTT
rims which were found in Florida they were brand new never assembled. The
1600Rx20 tires came from NC, they were 4 new and 5 used but out of the whole
bunch there was only one that you could tell had been used before, all the others
looked brand new. Karl went through all the fluids this winter changing all lubricants and filters including the fuel filter. After driving the truck he says, he’s very
happy/relieved that the trans did everything that it was supposed to, he had a little
effort getting used to a fully air shifted transmission. Karl said the truck is YES as
large as it appears with an empty weight of over 30K pounds. It looks just about
4
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From the Side you can see how long the truck is, just perfect fro driving downtown… The super singles really give the truck a nice stance, the roller on the end
of the frame is for the winch cable to ride as the truck picks up a lay down goose
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"Don't Worry, this Baby has
6x6."
By: Loraine Rodriguez What is it about men and their big trucks that makes them think
they’re invincible? I know a guy; we’ll name him Zach Bierhaus for the sake of this story,
who proved that even six wheel drive you can get yourself into quite a quagmire. The events
of this predicament occurred I was tricked into picking up firewood for a mutual friend. Zach,
who jumps at any opportunity to flex his truck said he was taking me for a joy ride in his
M35A2, but first we had to help a friend load up some firewood. Little did I know that the really meant watching three hours of men chopping down trees, then having the 4’11” female
pile it all in the back of the deuce.
So last spring (2014) we drove from Minot up to Glenburn to meet a couple USAF Captains
from the Civil Engineer squadron. We were northward bound for a friend’s farm, about 15
miles away. After zigging and zagging through the back prairie, we arrived on the farm. The
two captains set to prepping the chainsaw and picking a good tree. There was a whole row of
dead ones that needed to go. So Zach got the bright idea he wanted to learn how to use his
winch. Since he knew the trees were dead, and his ego was as big as his truck, he convinced
me to help him reel out the winch cable to the nearest tree. As I walked there with the heavy
chain and hook he made me carry, I started sinking in the silty mud. At this point, I'm regretting ever coming along for this ride.
Once we got the winch hooked up and I read to him the 6 pages in the TM describing winch
procedures, he fired up the engine and set forth winching a tree down. You guessed it...tree
doesn't move. So in the interest of protecting his truck, he decides to be safe and just put the
winch away. So
MAN that’s
stuck, This is a
lesson that any
Farmer can tell
you, heavy vehicle and wet
soil equals no
more forward
or backward
motion.
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Once we got it all put away and the Captains had started piling up some fresh cut logs, I got
back in the truck with him to move the 50 yards to start loading. I told him, "hey, be careful,
that looks pretty muddy." He said, "don't worry, this baby has 6x6." Now I’m now I’m no motor vehicle expert, but seven tons of truck in a foot of mud doesn’t strike me as a good
idea…even with 6x6.
Lo and behold, the truck gets stuck. I mean there was no drop to the ground from the passenger
door. His axles were buried. The duals were spinning in vain. And I just rolled my eyes. Well
hey, at least he knows how to use the winch now. He grumbled and groaned, but got out and set
to freeing his baby. This wasn’t just any mud though. This was a mixture of silt, straw, and
glue. He got to use the shovel on his newly installed pioneer rack and some of the logs freshly
cut by the Captains as solid ground below the tires. With my superior guidance, he was able to
pull the truck free of the bog. Obviously, it was a direct reflection of my leadership.
Well anyway, after much gnashing and thrashing, we got to dry land and loaded up all the firewood. Once the job was done, we gathered all the tools and cleaned up the site. Once we
climbed aboard the deuce again, Zach attempted to start the engine but all the happened was a
loud clunk and a puff of smoke from outside my door!
Apparently we just smoked the batteries. Oh no! How
much worse can this day get? We’re an hour away
from the nearest auto parts store and daylight is fading
quickly. After a quick assessment, Zach figured out
he’d used the wrong battery terminals. He thinks he
used a 12V terminal that couldn’t stand up to the 24V
system over time. It basically welded itself to the battery post. We abandoned the deuce for the night and
rode home with the Captains.
The next morning, we went to the hardware store and
got the part for $2 and spent another $25 in diesel just
to get back to the deuce for the repair that only took 2
minutes. Once it was all fixed up, we fired up the
deuce and headed out of the field. All that nasty mud
from the day before had frozen and set up like concrete
overnight. Once we got moving though, the mud was
so thick it was coming off in huge chunks! We couldn’t
do more than 40mph because the steering wheel was
shaking so bad. We dumped the wood off in Glenburn
and headed south to the Air Force Base in hopes of
finding a pressure washer to clean it all up. No luck
there. So we just left the poor deuce for another day.
November 2015
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Anna & Kenny Adams , Ohio, went to Normandie France last year for the 70th anniversary
Over there he ran into 2 guys he thought could have past for Mauldin's Willie and Joe; he had a
stamp in his wallet and give to them - They spoke no English only French

Below: ND-MVCA Members enjoy Loraine Rodriguez’s meal at our January meeting in
Devils Lake
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Spring Meeting Minutes
North Dakota Military Vehicle Collectors Association. Minutes 21 March 2015
Vice President Lyle Torno called to order the quarterly meeting of the North Dakota Military Vehicle Collectors Association at 1405 hours on 3 January, 2015. The meeting was held at Dakota Precision Ag Building in
Devils Lake. There were 14 members and 3 guests present.
President Rory Greiner and Secretary Ron Martin were not available, Lyle Torno and Maurice Stansbury
stood in their place
Lyle started the meeting with introductions and thanking 1st Lt. Loraine Rodriguez, for cooking and serving
the food from her MKT.
Maurice “Stan” Stansbury presented the minutes from the Winter meeting. A motion by Ken Cramer and seconded by Karl Kostman to accept the minutes as posted. The motion carried.
Stan presented a partial treasurer’s report, additional info will be posted when Ron returns
Old Business: Fargo Air Show, 25 &26 July will be the location for our summer meeting. We will be displaying our MVs. Rory is getting more information and will send out a flyer to all members..
Pioneer Car Club ride Mandan to Medora is June 27th,. Please contact Jeff Bloom for more info
MVCA National is in Topeka on June 25 to 27, Rory and Dennis are going, if you have any parts needing to
be picked up they can help out. This is a good opportunity to get your paint so you don’t have to pay high
shipping costs.
New Business:Website, it was suggested we do a classified ad section. Members wanting to buy, sell, trade
need to contact Charlie Hermann
Diane Herr asked if we could hand out a member roster, one will be sent to our members in the next newsletter as an insert.
Diane asked about paying dues, Lyle proposed that spouses of deceased members, be given honoree lifetime
membership Charlie seconded passed
Our Biannual gun raffle fundraiser; several motions were passed
-Ticket numbers 750 to 800 Greg Blanchfield proposed, seconded Charlie Hermann
-Prizes, First M-1 Garand Iwo Jima Tribute , value $1350 or $1000 cash, Second Henry Lever Action Military tribute rifle value $1200 or $600 cash, Third 1911 45 Pistol value $700 or $500 cash and forth a K-bar
knife value $70; Club Approved.
-Drawing will be held in Grand Forks on Veterans Day 11 Nov 2015, with a minimum of 5 ND-MVCA
members present,; Club Approved
-Proposed Frank Cudworth Seconded Daniel Kruckenberg if a winner selects the cash prize, that any NDMVCA member wanting to purchase the prize for a cash prize worth, the names be put in a drawing
-Rory proposed (in absence) with Dennis seconded the $1000 be donated in the ND-MVCA’s name to the
new Veterans Park being constructed in Grand Forks. The money will be held until the park actually begins
construction and plaques are sold as fund raisers, Rory is the POC
Tee Shirts were briefly discussed, and deferred to a later date
Karl Kostman asked permission to take the club Emblem and change its format to a high resolution file, making it easier to blow up to larger sizes. This does not change it , just clean up the lines. Idea Passed
MSgt Matt Luctkemeyer from Minot AFB, asked if anyone in the club could bring a WWII MV for the Minot ABF Air Force Ball on 18 Sept. The theme is WWII More info to come
NEXT Pages Centerfold ND MVCA Vehicles are displayed at the Salute to Vietnam Veterans event in May at the Fargo Air Museum
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North Dakota Military Vehicle Collectors
Association
$10.00

2016 Raffle

Only 800 tickets

1st place : M1 Garand or $1,000 cash
THIS IS A LIMITED EDITION, SPRINGFIELD ARMORYS M1 GARAND, 1 OF 1945, TO COMMEMORATE THE IWO JIMA INVASION OF 1945. COMES WITH DISPLAY CASE, DVD "HEROS OF IWO JIMA", BOOK "FLAGS OF OUR FATHERS",

2nd place: Military Service Tribute Edition Rifle
Henry 22 or $700 cash
3rd place: Auto Ordinance 1911 .45
or $500 cash
4th place: K-bar Knife
or $50 cash

www.ndmvca.com
Drawing May 28th 2016
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Fall Meeting Minutes
North Dakota Military Vehicle Collectors Association. Minutes

11-21-15

President Rory Grenier called to order the quarterly meeting of the North Dakota Military Vehicle Collectors
Association at 12:15 hours on 21 November, 2015. The meeting was held at Pizza Ranch, Devils Lake, ND.
There were 19 members and 2 guests present.
Ron Martin read the minutes of the summer meeting
Ron Martin presented the treasurer’s report The following bills were submitted and approved for payment:
$44.85 web supplies. A motion was made by Lyle Torno and seconded by Frank Waldner to accept the
treasurers report. Motion carried.
Introductions were held.
Old business Gun raffle was discussed. The permit has been completed and Dave Bratager will be submitting. The tickets should be available for sale by January 1st. 800 tickets will be available, drawing to be held
on 28 May at Bratager’s Farm, Grand Forks.
Rory informed the club that Karl Kostman has converted our logo to a high resolution data file. Let Karl or
Rory know if you would like to order a magnetic sign for vehicles.
The summer show was reviewed and discussed. The consensus was that it was a great show at the Fargo Air
Show, with 10s of thousands of people, but a better system to control crowds needs to be developed for future
shows of that size.
Several members reported on the summer cruise that was held on Duluth's North Shore.
Dennis and Rory reported that 11 club members attended the national show in Topeka.
New business, We are working on a trail Medora. The date should be in July
Charlie Hermann described the progress being made on our new web site. Members are encouraged to finalize their
Rory reported on the progress of the Veterans Park being designed in Grand Forks.
Editor Stan reported the next Newsletter will be out ASAP.
Rory announced he is still looking for pictures for the calendar.
Stan reported the Rollag Steam Thrashers reunion would be a good place to display MVs.
New projects and show and tell was held: Rory reported on a trip to Chicago to obtain 3 Ford GP Prototypes.
Rory also picked up a Ford M151A1 Jeep and 416 trailer. He also procured a Humvee. Dennis reported that
he is working on a 43 & 42 GPW. Ken Yuly is working on a very early 41 slat grill jeep with serial number
1936 out of Larimore. Drave Bratager is working on a mule. Stan reported on the work completed on his 80
x 40' barn to shop conversion. He offered to host an upcoming club meeting.
Greg Blanchfield displayed a specialty 24 volt electrical fuel pump; led replacement bulbs, C96 Mauser bb
gun; and his new hitch design.
Brian Carlson had a supply of American Car Collector magazines to give out, as well as Vintage Kelley Blue
Books.
It was announced that the club had received a letter and picture from club member Kenny Adams of Covington, OH. The picture was of Ken's Dukw and the D-day remembrance program.
A motion was made by Ken Yuly and seconded by Greg Blanchfield that the meeting be adjourned. Motion
carried. The meeting was adjourned at 14:05.
Respectfully submitted,
Ron Martin, Secretary.
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ND MVCA Display at the Fargo Air Show
We had a great turn out for the 2015 Blue Angles. I am pretty sure we had
about 30,000 people go in and out of our vehicles. Dennis’s Halftrack was a big
hit. Karl’s big truck was easiest to find. Bryan and Ken had their M37 and a
Ford GPW. Dennis, Ron, Dave and I also brought our Jeeps. I had my M29C
weasel on display. A big thank you to Ron and Barb for the cookout, it was great.

Rory Grenier, Ron Martan and Ken Kramer watching the Blue Angles.
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Dennis Sunby and Jake Grenier
Early morning photo with
Miss Mitchell B-25

Look at all the kids in the our military vehicles
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The 40th annual MVPA convention
The 40th MVPA National Convention in review
By B. Mitchell Carlson
The 40th annual MVPA convention was held from June 25th through the 27th at the Topeka
(Kansas) Convention Center. Overall attendance by MVPA members seemed to be pretty good,
although the number of vehicles on display or judged was less than average. We had nine members from ND-MVCA who made it to Topeka – a good representation, to say the least. While
none of us brought a vehicle for the show, Rory brought out a Ford GP that was pres-sold and
was then displayed. The rest of us did our part to help sustain the MV restoration parts industry.
While the main hall had several unsold vendor tables, there were also vendors in the adjacent horse arena. By far, most vendors were individuals – Rory being one of them. There were
only a handful of the major parts suppliers this year, and of them most had limited offerings. Still,
we all were able to find some parts, accessories, or Militaria to add to our collections. Of note
were David Doyle’s tables, as he had available copies of his newest book – or shall I say books.
It is a two-volume set; U.S. Dodge – The development and deployment of Dodge military trucks
1940-1975. Although they didn’t arrive until late on Friday afternoon, they proved to be very hot
sellers (considering that at least three sets were bought by us members). By Saturday morning,
David told me that of the 90 copies shipped to him, he only had nine left. One you see these
books, and how well detailed they are on the history of these trucks, you’ll want one too. (Look
for my review of them, which I originally wrote for American Car Collector magazine).
As stated earlier, the vehicle count was down compared to past years. By far and away,
the vast majority were from Missouri and Kansas. Of the ones here, there were some very
unique examples. The oldest was a re-creation of a 1917 World War I pattern ambulance, previously featured in a recent issue of Army Motors. Its restorer/owner, David O’Neil, was very enthusiastic about telling folks about its restoration and Model T ambulances used in the Great War. A
unique variation on the MB/GPW theme was Mike Wright’s GPW, set up as steel wheels to be
used on railroad tracks (somewhat common in both the ETO and in CBI). From the modern era,
and one of the largest vehicles here, was Kevin Ogle’s 1993 Oshkosh M1070 prime mover semi
tractor. What proved to be the equivalent of the Best of Show was a fantastically well restored
1961 American Motors M422A1 Mighty Mite owned by Paul Sanders.
While none of us attended any of the tours to local historical locations, a couple of us did
attend a seminar on preparing vehicles for judging. One of the most popular events was the annual Friday night dinner and auction. This year, it was a fabulous BBQ buffet. Continuing on the
good eats tangent, it was also an excellent buffet dinner for the Saturday night awards banquet.
While neither the chapter nor any members were award winners this year, it was still an enjoyable
evening.
Next year’s convention is quite a haul away in California, yet some time in the future you
should really consider attending an MVPA National Convention. You’ll be glad you did.
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COOL STUFF

Deuceman Surplus, LLC
Troy Kluthe 605-661-2051

Minot Air Museum
WWW.dakotaterritoryairmuseum.com

Fargo Air Museum WWW.Fargoairmuseum.org
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Why we have MV’s, Reason 16 When your buddy needs to move his semi trailer sign at
his fire works stand

Interested in Joining the MVCA ?
The North Dakota Military Vehicle Collectors Association mission is to provide a statewide
organization for military vehicle enthusiasts, historians, preservationists and collectors interested in the acquisition, restoration, preservation, public education and safe operation of historic military transport.
We have over 65 members from 5 States and Canada with 200 plus MV’s ranging from WWI
thru Desert Storm. Typically we have 4 meetings each year at various ND locations . Even
though we have a President and Dues ($15 for 1 year and $25 for 2) we like to keep it light
and informal. We welcome any MV, collector, restorer or enthusiast. We send out 4 newsletters per year and have a website (www.NDMVCA.com). If you are interested in joining, please
contact Rory Grenier 701-739-4909 or Maurice “Stan” Stansbury at 701 330-0719
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ND-MVCA Sponsors
Lyons Auto
Grand Forks
701-775-5571

